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Focus

For seven years, the United States has
fought to keep the euro zone intact, urg-
ing European officials toward action and

supporting international bailout programs to
keep the 17-nation currency union from crack-
ing apart. That appears to have changed less
than two weeks into Donald Trump’s new
administration. A sharp shift in tone toward
Germany, casting the euro as fuel for that
country’s massive trade surplus, has raised
concerns that the US president’s trade-centric
world view may see the euro not as a geopo-
litical plus, but as another needless bit of mul-
tilateralism.

While Trump has refrained from com-
menting directly on the euro, he praised
Britain’s decision to exit the European Union
as a “great thing” and predicted that others
would leave the bloc as the result of an influx
of refugees. In comments published in the
European press on Tuesday, Trump trade
adviser Peter Navarro said the “grossly under-
valued” euro served as a currency for
Germany alone, allowing the country to
“exploit” the United States and others.

On Capitol Hill, Treasury Secretary-desig-
nate Steven Mnuchin softened the traditional
US “strong dollar” mantra, suggesting that the
dollar’s current strength may be working
against what has become perhaps the admin-
istration’s central economic priority: reviving
US manufacturing and exports.

Framed narrowly, that could put the
United States on a clear a collision course with
Germany, the world’s fourth-largest economy
and home to companies that rival top US
industrial giants, as it is with Mexico or China.
“There seems to be this desire to go back to a
divide and conquer style strategy where the
US negotiates against individual countries,”
said Douglas Rediker, executive chair of
International Capital Strategies and a former
US executive board member at the
International Monetary Fund.

“To single (Germany) out when they don’t
have authority to manipulate their currency,
requires you to make a leap - which is to say
that ‘We don’t care that there actually is a
common currency. We are going to take you
to account.’” Monetary policy in the euro zone
is set by the European Central Bank, and it is
the ECB’s money creation policies that have
contributed to the euro’s recent decline in val-
ue. Like the US Federal Reserve’s quantitative
easing, those efforts have been regarded
internationally as a reasonable response to
the region’s dangerous economic weakness -
not as an effort to cheapen the currency to
gain a trade advantage.

“The question is how far will the new
administration go with this?” said Jeromin
Zettelmeyer, a senior fellow at the Peterson
Institute for International Economics and a for-
mer German economic official. Trump could,
for example, try to tax German goods to offset
any perceived advantage gained from a cheap
euro, Zettelmeyer said. An import duty has
already been suggested as a way to redress
alleged currency manipulation by China.
“Trump seems to think that having a trade
deficit with another country means that the
other country is somehow stealing or at least
getting the better deal,” said Zettelmeyer.

Trump concerns on the rise in Europe
The first days of Trump’s administration

have touched off a wave of anxiety in Europe.
European Council President Donald Tusk went
so far as to list the new government in
Washington among the chief “external” threats
faced by Europe. Criticism of Germany’s trade
surplus, however, is not unique to Trump. The
Treasury Department under President Obama
added Germany to a “watch list” because of its
large trade imbalances. The US trade deficit
with Germany stood at $77 billion as of 2015,
three times that of other European Union
countries combined, and $20 billion more
than the deficit with Mexico, one of Trump’s
other economic nemeses.

But for Obama officials, the aim was to get
Germany to spend more and boost its imports
of goods from the rest of Europe and the rest
of the world. It was not to target the euro’s val-
ue and, by extension, the steps taken by the
ECB to revive European growth more broadly.
Partly under American influence, the Group of
20 nations, including China, has in recent
years agreed to consensus language that
countries would “refrain from competitive
devaluations.”

They have also generally avoided criticiz-
ing each other’s central banks. That diplomacy
is credited at least in part for China’s recent
shift toward a more flexible currency regime
that organizations like the International
Monetary Fund feel have brought the renmin-
bi currency close to fair market value. In their
last report on the euro zone, IMF staff said
they did think the euro was undervalued. But
they said the range could be anywhere from 0
to 10 percent, though likely larger for
Germany. “The consequences (of a protection-
ist United States) affect us Germans as a lead-
ing export and import nation particularly
hard,” Federation of German Industries chief
Dieter Kempf said in a speech in Berlin after
the Navarro comments. —Reuters

Trump admin on EU collision course

It is a utopian idea, literally, but is enjoying a renais-
sance as politicians and policy wonks grapple with
technology-driven changes that could redefine

our very understanding of work. If robots and
machine intelligence threaten to render many white-
collar jobs obsolete, then what will people do for
money? Enter the concept of a “universal basic
income”, a flat sum paid to all regardless of your exist-
ing wealth or ability to work. It is one of the rare ideas
that has support from both the libertarian right -
which favors tearing up the welfare state - and the
left wing. 

In France, Benoit Hamon has emerged as the sur-
prise Socialist candidate for April’s presidential elec-
tion first round, on a radical program that includes
such an income - to be funded in part by a new tax
on industrial robots. National or local governments in
other countries such as Finland, the Netherlands,
Canada, Scotland and Brazil are already evaluating
how such a revenue might work in practice. 

Finland is furthest down the road. On Jan 1 it start-
ed a two-year trial to give 2,000 unemployed Finns a
monthly unconditional payment of €560 ($590). At
the least, advocates argue, a basic income could
replace the thicket of unemployment benefits cur-
rently on offer in many advanced economies.  Those
can, perversely, discourage people from retraining in
new fields or taking on lower paid work that society
needs, such as care for the elderly.

Less is more 
At its most ambitious, the proponents say, it

would give everyone a safety net and encourage
new modes of thinking: work might no longer define
our lives and instead we might find productive exis-
tences in volunteering for the greater good, or in the
creative arts. “There’s a whole new suite of technolo-
gies coming on stream and people will need to adapt
somehow,” said Anthony Painter, director of the
Action and Research Centre at the Royal Society of
Arts in London, which in December released a
research paper after a year-long study into the idea. 

“The basic income just gives them a fighting
chance,” he told AFP, stressing the more immediate
benefits that would come from redrawing the exist-
ing tangle of support for the jobless. If mass unem-
ployment and fears of technology are modern
trends, the concept of a universal income goes back
centuries. In his 1516 book “Utopia”, English philoso-
pher and statesman Thomas More imagined an ideal
republic where private property is abolished and all
receive a basic stipend.  It is a pre-industrial society,
of course, where agriculture is the foundation of the
economy and people’s needs are basic. Things are
more complicated today. 

Who pays? 
A December study by OFCE, an economics think

tank linked to the Sciences Po university in Paris, said
that to ensure nobody loses out from the elimination
of existing benefits, a universal income for French
adults would need to start at 785 euros per month.
That is a little over what Hamon is proposing -
although pollsters give him little chance in the elec-
tion given the dismal standing of the Socialist party
under the departing president, Francois Hollande. 

OFCE found that that level would translate into
supplemental spending of 480 billion euros, or an
extra 22 percentage points of French GDP - “which is
unrealistic in practice”. There are also philosophical
objections. In June, Swiss voters rejected a proposed
universal income in a referendum after critics
slammed the idea as rewarding the lazy and the feck-
less. “If a large number of people choose not to work,
or to work less, where will the money come from to
finance their income?” commented Charles Wyplosz,
economics professor at the Geneva Graduate
Institute.

But evangelists argue there will be plenty of scope
to innovate tax-gathering in the new economy, and
say our current regimes for welfare are ridden with
inefficiencies that could, with a radical overhaul, free
up money for the proposed stipend. “As new tech-
nologies replace work, the question for the future is
how best to provide economic security for all,” econo-
mist and former US labor secretary Robert Reich
wrote in a blog post. “A universal basic income will
almost certainly be part of the answer.” —AFP

One income for 

all: Far-fetched, 

or future fact?

Hailed last week as an ace up the
sleeve for Britain in the upcoming
Brexit negotiations, relations with US

President Donald Trump are turning into a
diplomatic headache for Prime Minister
Theresa May. Trump’s rejection of the
European Union and his enthusiasm for a
swift post-Brexit trade deal with Britain
appeared to boost May, demonstrating that
she had other options if EU leaders offered
an unattractive deal. “Trump has come along
like the tooth fairy, this is one massive, mag-
nificent gift,” one Brexit-supporting MP told
the Spectator magazine last week.

The bond between the two leaders was
reinforced on Friday when Trump hosted
May in the White House, and pictures of
them holding hands were splashed over the
front pages of Britain’s newspapers. But
instead of arriving home to plaudits, she
flew into a firestorm as Trump announced a
temporary measure preventing refugees
and travellers from seven predominantly
Muslim countries from entering the country,
sparking global protests.

May initially refused to condemn the
move, but then issued a statement saying
she did “not agree”, highlighting the peril of
pinning her fortunes on the US president in
the eyes of some commentators. “The elec-
tion of Mr Trump has transformed Brexit
from a risky decision into a straightforward
disaster,” wrote Financial Times columnist
Gideon Rachman. “The emperor Nero has
now taken power in Washington - and the
British are having to smile and clap as he sets
fire and reaches for his fiddle.”

Queen dragged into row 
The diplomatic tangle is further compli-

cated by May inviting Trump for a state vis-
it later in the year, when he will be hosted
by Queen Elizabeth II. More than 1.7 mil-
lion people have signed a parliamentary
petition demanding that the trip be down-
graded over concerns that he will damage
the reputation of the highly popular
queen. The petition is to be debated in par-
liament on Feb 20.

“Anything that embarrasses the queen
plays badly in British politics,” said London
School of Economics (LSE) professor Iain
Begg. Scaling down the visit would also

likely go down badly with the US leader,
who has spoken of his admiration for the
British monarch. May “doesn’t want to
upset Trump... and he will be watching
how she behaves very carefully,” LSE fellow
Brian Klaas told AFP. “She will have to be
very careful.”

Teaming up with Trump was therefore a
“political risk”, said Begg, drawing a com-
parison with former prime minister Tony
Blair, who was branded George W Bush’s
“poodle” during the 2003 Iraq invasion.
“She’s not tied to him yet but she has start-
ed tying the knot,” Klaas said. “She can untie
it, but right now, the picture of them hold-
ing hands is one that’s not easy to distance
yourself from.”

Anti-establishment rage 
There is also no guarantee that any

eventual trade deal with the United States
will boost Britain’s economy, particularly
given Trump’s “America First” policy
against free trade agreements. “May is
caught in a dilemma: she wants some-
thing quickly because it will look impres-
sive to those worried about her negotia-
tion strategy but she needs to get some-
thing good so she doesn’t get criticized for
being soft,” said Begg.

May will ultimately be judged by the
British people, and has plenty of breathing
space with the next general election not
due until 2020. Ties with Trump may also
play well with many voters in a country
where immigration and anti-establishment
anger were key issues in the decision to
leave the EU. A YouGov poll published yes-
terday found 49 percent of Britons thought
the state visit should go ahead, compared
to 36 percent who wanted it cancelled.
Meanwhile 50 percent thought Trump’s
refugee ban was a bad idea, but 29 percent
approved.

Trump has credited Brexit with paving
the way for a popular revolt against the
establishment, which could also give May
leeway in their relationship, Klaas added. “He
wants to repay Britain... as a way to say ‘well
done, good job’,” he said. The relationship will
therefore boil down to one calculation: “The
question that Brits have to ask themselves is
values versus their wallets.”  —AFP

‘Tooth fairy’ or ‘disaster’? 

Britain’s Trump gamble

US President Donald Trump’s executive order temporari-
ly halting refugee arrivals and blocking immigrants
from seven majority Muslim nations marked perhaps

the most contentious moment of his provocative new tenure.
The declaration triggered an international uproar as more
than 100 immigrants, refugees, and even legal permanent US
residents were ensnared in a web of detention in several air-
ports. Some were turned away and put on departing flights,
but many were released into the United States, often with the
help of US attorneys, after a delay.

Critics savaged Trump’s order as haphazardly written, un-
American, even unconstitutional. Supporters argue it is
merely a temporary measure similar to restrictions put in
place by Trump’s predecessor Barack Obama in 2011, and
aimed at boosting national security at a time of heightened
global concern over terrorism. But is it legal? We take a look
at both sides.

‘Not a ban’ on Muslims 
The US Constitution’s First Amendment protects the right

to freedom of religion, speech and the press, a section now
known as “the establishment clause”. Supporters insist
Trump’s “Executive Order Protecting the Nation from Foreign
Terrorist Entry into the United States” abides by such a rule.
“This is not - I repeat, not - a ban on Muslims,” Homeland
Security Secretary John Kelly said Tuesday, adding that reli-
gious liberty is a “fundamental treasured value”.

The order indeed does not explicitly ban Muslims, some-
thing Jonathan Turley, a law professor at George

Washington University, noted in defense of the order. “The
law favors Trump on the constitutionality,” he told MSNBC.
“On the statutory side, there’s an argument under a 1965
law,” he added, referring to the Immigration and Nationality
Act that prohibits discrimination based on religion or
national origin. But experts also say that law focused on
removing the skewing of immigration quotas, not national
security priorities. “There’s compelling arguments... support-
ing the president,” Turley said.

Benjamin Wittes, editor-in-chief of Lawfare, said on his
national security blog that despite the “malevolent” nature of
the order for its potential to adversely impact so many inno-
cent lives, it passes legal muster. “The president’s power over
refugee admissions is vast,” Wittes wrote. “His power to
restrict visa issuances and entry of aliens to the United States
is almost as wide.”

‘Violating’ provisions 
But round one of the constitutional fight nonetheless has

gone to the order’s opponents. Following immediate legal
challenges by the American Civil Liberties Union, judges
barred any deportations of legal refugees already in the
country, including at airports, or of immigrants with legal
visas from the seven nations listed in the order. District Judge
Ann Donnelly, in issuing a stay, wrote that the order “violates
(petitioners’) rights to due process and equal protection guar-
anteed by the US Constitution.”

Michael Price, counsel of the Liberty and National Security
program at the Brennan Center for Justice, said that many of

the arguments about a president’s plenary power over immi-
gration are “misplaced”. He said there are two related ques-
tions - whether the president has statutory authority and
whether he has constitutional authority - and that Trump is
wrong on both counts.

Congress has repeatedly enacted laws to prevent the pres-
ident from excluding people based on ideology, he said, and
Section 212 of the current immigration law code places clear
prohibitions excluding immigrants based on their beliefs.
“The president is violating that provision,” Price told AFP in an
interview. On the broader issue of constitutionality, courts
have warranted that the president has broad powers, but that
if he was acting “based on religious animus or discriminatory
intent, then that constitutional analysis would change.”

Several Republican lawmakers have argued that Trump is
merely taking steps to keep Americans safe, but Price called
that a “fig leaf” on a larger problem. Trump’s comments on
the campaign trail calling for a ban on Muslims, and state-
ments by his supporters including former New York mayor
Rudy Giuliani saying Trump sought a Muslim ban and wanted
to do it legally, “give lie to that argument,” Price said. 

While the order makes no mention of Islam or Muslims,
it prioritizes “minority religion” refugee claims when immi-
gration resumes from Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria
and Yemen. Such an appearance of prioritizing Christian
immigrants adds to the argument that Trump is discrimi-
nating, Price said. “You are going to see a lot of additional
legal challenges to this executive order in the coming days,”
he said.  —AFP

Trump order on immigration: Is it legal?


